PRESS RELEASE

Steganos Tuning PRO: Professional Windows tuning
that doesn’t require expert knowledge
Berlin, 19 January 2017 - Berlin security software specialist Steganos is
enhancing its portfolio with a new product in the Windows optimisation sector Steganos Tuning PRO. The software enables simplified access to various
Windows settings which only professionals usually know about. Alongside the
configuration of Windows services, the key important features include
comprehensive file management, various energy options and defragmentation
of the Windows registry and hard drives.

The features of Steganos Tuning PRO at a glance:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Optimisation of Windows settings
Data deletion and data rescue
Defragmentation of the registry and hard disks
Automatic driver updates
A licence for 3 devices
Price: € 49.95
Up to 7 days’ free trial period
Further details at: https://www.steganos.com/en/steganos-tuning-pro

“Steganos Tuning PRO sees us expand our range with Windows software

that even inexperienced users can use to make Windows fast and secure with
optimised settings. As with our security software, we have been mindful of
simple, intuitive usability in designing the software,” says Steganos CEO
Joachim Heng.

SmartCleaner
With SmartCleaner by Tuning PRO, users can keep their computers free from
data clutter such as old installation files and, if necessary, repair and
defragment the Windows registry. This improves the system’s access speeds
and extends its service life. With the Multimedia Data Manager, large files
such as images, videos and music, which often turn out to be unwanted
memory hogs, can be identified and deleted. Two other important modules in
the SmartCleaner domain contribute to secure, controlled file deletion. Anyone
who wants to delete data permanently has struck gold with this, as have users
who have deleted data by mistake. These can be retrieved by SmartCleaner.
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SmartTurbo
Any Tuning PRO user can optimise their system’s auto-start behaviour and
Windows settings, without any in-depth knowledge and without risk. Disabling
unneeded services and fine-tuning the Windows settings results in a
substantial increase in performance. Alongside tuning the system, the
SmartTurbo software partition uses the Internet Tuning feature to protect the
user’s privacy and prevent identification or even monitoring. Furthermore,
intelligent defragmentation contributes to an improvement in access times for
the drives and consequently to enhanced system performance.
SmartUpdate
With the SmartUpdate software partition, security loopholes in programs
already installed can be closed via patches and updates. SmartUpdate checks
all programs on the system and offers the option of updating out-of-date
drivers with one click. Automatically downloading current software updates
(ATI, NVIDIA, INTEL etc.) improves the speed and stability of the PC. In
addition, SmartUpdate can be used to track and uninstall programs that are
no longer needed, thereby freeing up blocked resources and ensuring your
computer runs faster and more smoothly.
One software package, three licences
With Steganos Tuning PRO, three Windows computers are optimised and
protected with one licence.
Prices and availability
Steganos Tuning PRO is now available as a download from the home page.
The tuning software costs $ 49.95 and can be tried out for free for 7 days.
System requirements
Microsoft® Windows® 10, 8 or 7: at least 1 GB RAM (32 & 64 Bit), 100 MB of storage space and an
Internet connection.
Press material
Printable images and the press release are available for download at:
https://www.steganos.com/en/press-center
About Steganos Software GmbH
Steganos has been the benchmark for digital privacy protection for almost 20 years. The company, which
was established in Germany in 1997, produces recognised security products such as Steganos Privacy
Suite, Steganos Password Manager, Steganos Safe and Steganos Online Shield VPN.
You can find more information at www.steganos.com
Press contact
Steganos Software GmbH, Storkower Str. 158, 10407 Berlin, Germany, Tel. +49 (0)30 367 49 95 1,
E-mail: press@steganos.com
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